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Courseware

Mindfulness Coloring Sheets

This fun pack contains different winter-themed images that students can color in to encourage them 
to practice mindfulness. This process is similar to meditation and enables students to let go of any 
negative thoughts and calmly focus. Students can use these resources in or out of the classroom. 
They can even use these over the winter break while they’re at home.
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A world-class partner you can trust

Edmentum is founded in innovation and committed to being a trusted partner to create successful 
student outcomes everywhere learning occurs. We can give you the resources – and the expertise – 
to leverage the power of effective learning solutions.

Growth
We know that not every student learns in the 
same way and at the same pace. Edmentum 
puts individual student growth first - giving 
students the tools to take control of their own 
academic journey while providing educators 
insight to facilitate targeted support.

Research
All of the product developments we make 
are fuelled by your opinions, feedback,  
and research. Our research papers and case 
studies will help you gain a deeper insight 
into our success in supporting schools 
around the world.

Assessment 
Our products come with rigorous 
assessment options, including diagnostic 
assessments, online tests, high-stakes test 
preparation, and more. The testing options 
can help you pinpoint exactly where 
students are at in their learning.

Curriculum
Edmentum programs are aligned to 
globally recognized standard. Our products 
encompass and address a vast array of 
courses and subjects (over 600) and are  
fully aligned to curriculum standards.
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